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The oxidation of adamantane with hydrogen peroxide catalyzed by zirconia-
supported 11-molybdovanadophosphoric acid is shown to be a suitable green
route for the synthesis of adamantanol and adamantanone. This work evaluates
how the catalyst activity and selectivity are affected by some of its preparative
parameters, such as the method for supporting the catalytically active
heteropoly acid over the zirconia matrix or the pretreatments applied to the
resulting materials before being used as heterogeneous catalysts. Our results
indicate that the most effective catalysts able to maintain their activity after
several reaction runs are those prepared by following the sol-gel route, whereas
the most selective catalysts are those obtained by impregnation methods.
Moreover, the calcination temperature has also been identified as a relevant
parameter influencing the performance of catalysts based on supported
heteropoly acids. The increasing catalytic activity observed over several
consecutive reaction runs has been attributed to the formation of peroxo
derivatives of polyoxometalate clusters at the surface of the catalyst and their
accumulation after each reaction cycle.
1. Introduction
Fine chemicals constitute a thriving sector of the chemical
industry that comprises the production of complex molecules
with high added value and widespread use in fields such as
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or food additives (Noyori et al.,
2003; Shaabani & Rezayan, 2007). Most of these molecules are
obtained from elaborate synthetic routes involving organic
reactions carried out in the liquid phase, which usually require
catalysts for the reactions to proceed (Arichi et al., 2008).
Classical Lewis acids (e.g. AlCl3, BF3, SnCl4 or TiCl4) are
among the most extensively used examples of such catalysts
(Pizzio et al., 1998; Parida & Mallick, 2008; Rivera et al., 2012).
These acids are characterized by their remarkable affinity
toward highly electronegative atoms, oxygen and nitrogen in
particular, thus possessing the ability to activate the functional
groups of organic substrates. To increase their selectivity,
catalytic activity and/or stereochemistry in synthetic organic
reactions, Lewis acids are further tuned through combination
with different ligands to form new custom-designed catalysts
based on metal complexes and/or metal salts (Popa et al., 2006;
Bordoloi et al., 2007; Rao et al., 2010). The interest in using
such catalysts with Lewis acid character for synthetic organic
chemistry lies in their versatility in a wide range of reactions,
including Diels–Alder cycloadditions, Friedel–Crafts alkyl-
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ations/acylations, aldol condensations, Michael additions,
chain isomerizations, or oxidations such as epoxidation and
dehydrogenation (Boon et al., 1986; Wang et al., 2001; Pizzio et
al., 2003; Chang et al., 2010; Qiu et al., 2015).
The latter oxidation reactions require reagents capable of
donating O atoms to the catalyst–substrate adduct, which
coordinate to the metal centres with Lewis acidity to form
oxometallic or peroxometallic intermediate species, and then
transfer to the substrate leading to the oxidized product
(Shinachi et al., 2005). In this regard, one of the most relevant
advances undergone by oxidation catalysis is the increased use
of cheaper and less environmentally harmful oxidants, such as
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), the reduction product of which is
merely water in contrast to other inorganic oxidants that give
rise to the formation of pollutants (Bossmann et al., 1998). As
H2O2 usually lacks enough activity because of its low
decomposition temperature, catalysts are required to raise the
reaction rates (Babou et al., 1995), among which transition-
metal-containing molecular species (e.g. Ti, V, Mo, W, Cr, Mn,
Fe and Re) stand out as the most suitable because their ease in
forming oxo- or peroxometallic derivatives gives them excel-
lent activities and selectivities in H2O2-based oxidation reac-
tions. However, two major drawbacks are associated with such
transition-metal-based molecular catalysts. On the one hand is
their marked tendency to undergo deactivation through
oligomerization, which leads to polynuclear oxo-bridged
complexes that are catalytically inactive. On the other hand is
the fact that they are usually soluble in the reaction medium,
which makes the catalytic processes run in the homogeneous
phase when the optimization of such processes from the
industrial viewpoint demands insoluble solid catalysts able to
work under heterogeneous conditions.
These two major drawbacks can be overcome by making the
molecular catalysts insoluble in the reaction medium and,
therefore, the development of new solid acid catalysts with
high selectivity has become a focus of attention in catalysis, as
indicated by the remarkable number of scientific studies
produced on this topic in recent decades. One elegant
approach to the design of such a type of heterogeneous
catalyst is seen in so-called heterogenization, that is, the
immobilization of soluble species as the catalytically active
functionalities on a solid support that provides a hetero-
geneous character to the resulting material. Supported cata-
lysts are of great interest because of their many advantages,
including their facile separation from the reaction products,
which avoids any potential contamination of the latter, and the
possibility of recycling and reusing the catalysts in consecutive
reaction runs (Leofanti et al., 1998; Farhadi & Zaidi, 2009;
Alcan˜iz-Monge et al., 2014). The selection of the appropriate
support is a critical aspect because, depending on the type of
catalytically active species, the support can strongly affect,
enhance or reduce both its selectivity and/or its activity. This
fact has been theoretically analyzed in terms of strong metal–
support interactions (SMSI) (Tauster et al., 1978; Goodman,
1995) and, recently, also in terms of electronic metal support
interactions (EMSI) (Campbell, 2012). The basic concept
behind both SMSI and EMSI is that the chemical bonding
required to anchor the catalyst to the support can change the
electronic and/or chemical structure of the former, hence
modifying its catalytic behaviour.
Heteropoly acids (HPAs) stand out as one class of mol-
ecules with the highest potential to catalyse the H2O2-based
oxidation of organic substrates efficiently. The large family of
family of anionic metal–oxygen clusters known as poly-
oxometalates (POMs) comprises a number of species with
very diverse compositions, shapes and sizes (Pope & Mu¨ller,
1991) and HPAs specifically refer to the protonated forms of
the subclass of heteropolyanions, which incorporate additional
elements (heteroatoms) in geometrically well-defined central
sites (tetrahedral or octahedral) besides oxygen and metals
from groups 5 and 6. A thorough body of reports on the
catalytic applications of POM species can be found in the
literature (Kozhevnikov, 2002), many of which refer to the
Hn[XM12–xM
0
xO40] HPAs, with the well-known Keggin-type
structure as the most relevant representatives (X =
heteroatom; e.g. SiIV or PV; M or M0 = MoVI, WVI or VV). As
HPAs show high solubility in a range of polar solvents, they
need to be immobilized on porous solid matrices for appli-
cation as supported catalysts under heterogeneous conditions,
and different supports have been successfully explored to this
end, such as mesoporous MCM-41 silica (Tropeceˆlo et al.,
2010), zirconia (Alcan˜iz-Monge et al., 2018), activated carbo-
naceous materials (Alcan˜iz-Monge et al., 2013) or alumina
(Endalew et al., 2011).
Here we report our studies on the applicability of a series of
HPA-immobilized porous solids as heterogeneous acid cata-
lysts for the green oxidation of organic substrates with H2O2 as
an eco-friendly oxidant. In a previous work (Martı´n-Caballero
et al., 2016), we tested the catalytic activity of some HPA
species (i.e. H3[PMo12O40] and H4[PVMo11O40] in a homo-
geneous phase), as well as that of V2O5, toward the oxidation
of adamantane using H2O2 as oxidant (see Scheme 1), and
found that the H3[PMo12O40] species, which is a well-estab-
lished oxidation catalyst for a range of organic substrates
(Mizuno & Kamata, 2011; Kozhevnikov, 2002), was in fact
remarkably inactive under our conditions. The replacement of
molybdenum(VI) centres with vanadium(V) atoms in the
Keggin-type framework has proven to be beneficial for redox
catalysis as it enhances the redox character of the POM cluster
(Molinari et al., 2011) and, accordingly, we obtained high
conversions instead (90%) by using the vanadium(V)-mono-
substituted H4[PVMo11O40] derivative (hereafter referred to
as VPMo). Following on from these studies, the VPMo species
has been selected in this work as the catalytically active probe
molecule among the different Keggin-type HPAs that have
been reported to date. Zirconia (ZrO2, hereafter abbreviated
polyoxometalates
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as Z) has been chosen as the porous solid matrix for immo-
bilizing the VPMo clusters because of the strong interactions
toward oxo–molybdic species that this oxide is able to estab-
lish. Considering the comments above on the SMSI and EMSI
effects, we have analysed in this work the influence exercised
on the catalytic properties of the VPMo cluster by interaction
with different Z supports. The Z-supported heterogeneous
catalysts have been prepared following two different synthetic
approaches that differ in the procedure through which the
support is obtained: (i) wet-impregnation, in which Z is first
obtained by co-precipitation methods and then impregnated
with VPMo solutions, and (ii) sol-gel, in which the VPMo
clusters are directly integrated into the Z support, while the
latter is being formed. Several xVPMo/Zt (impregnation) and
xVPMo/ZGt (sol-gel denoted withG) heterogeneous catalysts
with different HPA loadings (x = mass percentage of VPMo
from 5 to 50 wt%) and thermal treatments (t = calcination
temperature from 100 to 500 C) have been prepared with the
purpose of investigating any potential effect of the preparative
method on their performance as oxidation catalysts (activity
or selectivity). The oxidation of adamantane with hydrogen
peroxide has been selected as the test reaction to probe the
catalytic properties of our materials because substituted
adamantane derivatives (adamantanol or adamantanone) are
important precursors for drugs and photoresistant materials
among other valuable products.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and methods
The H4PVMo11O4032H2O heteropoly acid (VPMo) was
synthesized following literature methods that involve extrac-
tion with diethyl ether of a mixture of sodium molybdate
dihydrate (Na2MoO42H2O, 6.25 mmol in 12.5 ml of water),
phosphoric acid (H3PO4, 6.25 mmol in 12.5 ml of hot water)
and sodium meta-vanadate (NaVO3, 69 mmol in 25 ml of
water), followed by recrystallization from water of the solid
product obtained from the resulting etherate fraction (Tsig-
dinos & Hallada, 1968). The Z-supported VPMo catalysts
were prepared as follows:
Impregnation method: the Z support was firstly prepared by
a precipitation process involving dropwise addition of an
aqueous 0.1M NH4OH solution to an aqueous 0.1M solution
of zirconyl dichloride (ZrOCl28H2O) (3.2 g onto 100 ml) at
room temperature with constant stirring until reaching a pH
value of 10. The resulting hydrogel was aged at room
temperature for 24 h, filtered under vacuum, washed thor-
oughly with distilled water until chloride free and dried in an
oven at 100 C for 24 h. The quantities of VPMo required to
achieve POM loadings of 5, 10, 25 and 50 wt% were then
dissolved in the minimum amount of water and added onto the
dry support to form a slurry, which was subsequently placed in
an oven at 100 C to remove all water (for example, 0.25 g of
VPMo were added to 0.75 g of Z to reach a POM loading of
25 wt%).
Sol-Gel method: the precursor zirconium(IV) n-butoxide
{Zr[O(CH2)3CH3]4; 3 ml, 7.3 mmol} was stirred in hot ethanol
(60 C, 10 ml) for 10 min until dissolution and the pH was
adjusted to a value of 2 with concentrated HCl after cooling
the resulting solution to room temperature. The required
amount of VPMo to obtain a POM loading of 50 wt% (0.9 g)
was then dissolved in a water–ethanol mixture (5/13 ml) and
added dropwise to the above solution. The resulting mixture
was allowed to stir at room temperature until formation of a
gel, which was subsequently dried in vacuum at 100 C for
24 h.
All catalysts obtained from both impregnation and sol-gel
methods, as well as pristine Z samples prepared following the
latter procedure but without addition of any VPMo, were
calcined in air at temperatures between 100 and 500 C for 2 h
prior to full characterization and evaluation in the model
catalytic test reaction.
2.2. Characterization of the catalysts
The crystal structure and particle morphology of the
Z-supported VPMo catalysts synthesized in this work were
examined by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) on a Seifert
JSO Debye-Flex 2002 diffractometer (Cu K radiation) and
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in a JEOL JEM-
2010 equipment, respectively (Figs. S1–S3 in the supporting
information). Fresh and recycled catalysts were comparatively
analysed by further characterization techniques, such as
diffuse reflectance IR Fourier transform spectroscopy
(DRIFTS) and thermogravimetry (TGA). A Bruker RFS/100
spectrometer was used to record the DRIFT spectra of the
samples as KBr pellets in the range 600–4000 cm1. A TA
Instruments 2960 SDT thermobalance was used to carry out
the TGAmeasurements from room temperature to 750 C at a
rate of 20 C min1 under a 60 ml min1 flow of synthetic air.
The porous textures of the Z supports and the Z-supported
VPMo catalysts were characterized by physical adsorption of
gases using the equipment Autosorb 6-B (N2 at 196 C) or
Autosorb-6 (CO2 at 0
C). The solid samples were degassed
under vacuum at 100 C for 4 h prior to performing the
analyses. The specific surface area was determined from the
Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET) equation (Brunauer et al.,
1938) and the volume of the micropores was calculated with
the Dubinin–Radushkevich (DR) equation (Dubinin, 1966).
The pore volumes were calculated as follows (Cazorla-
Amoro´s et al., 1996): (a) the volume of the ultramicropores
(VCO2, pore size < 0.7 nm) was estimated from the DR curves
of the CO2 adsorption experiments at relative pressures P/P0 <
0.015; (b) the total volume of the micropores (VN2, pore size <
2 nm) was calculated from the DR curves of the N2 adsorption
experiments at relative pressures P/P0 < 0.14; (c) the volume
of the supermicropores (0.7 nm < pore size < 2 nm) was
obtained from the difference between VN2 and VCO2; (d) the
total porous volume (VT) was estimated from the N2 adsorp-
tion isotherm and, more specifically, from the amount
adsorbed at relative pressures P/P0 = 0.99; (e) the mesoporous
polyoxometalates
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volume (Vmeso, 2 nm < pore size < 50 nm) was calculated from
the difference between VT and VN2.
2.3. Catalytic tests
The Z-supported VPMo samples were tested as hetero-
geneous catalysts in the liquid-phase oxidation of adamantane
with H2O2. This model reaction was carried out in a glass
jacket (internal volume of 27 ml) placed inside a steel reactor
(45 ml) coupled to a manometer to monitor the pressure of the
reaction system. The glass jacket was filled with the substrate
adamantane (25 mg, 0.184 mmol), acetonitrile as solvent
(10 ml), H2O2 30 wt% as oxidant (3 ml, 30 mmol), the corre-
sponding catalyst (100 mg), a few drops of concentrated HCl
and a Teflon stirring bar to homogenize the mixture. The
oxidation reaction was allowed to run for 6 h at a thermo-
statically controlled temperature of 75 C. The 50VPMo/Z
and 50VPMo/ZG samples calcined at temperatures between
100 and 300 C were selected to assess the reusability of our
catalysts. These samples were recovered by filtration after the
6 h of reaction set for the catalytic test and reused in a new
reaction run without any intermediate regeneration stage. This
process was repeated through four successive catalytic cycles.
The nature of the reaction products was identified by gas
chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (GC–MS)
on aliquots of 1 ml taken from the reaction solution upon
completion of a given catalytic cycle (t = 6 h). In addition,
aliquots of 1 ml were also taken at each hour during the
catalytic cycle (t = 6 h) for the 50VPMo/Z100, 50VPMo/Z300
and 50VPMo/ZG300 samples. The equipment used for this
purpose was an Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph fitted with an
HP-5 column (30  250  0.25 mm) and coupled to an Agilent
5975 mass spectrometer with a quadrupole detector. Once all
the reaction products had been identified, the conversion and
distribution of the reaction products were quantitatively
estimated from proper calibration procedures using the above
GC equipment, but provided with a flame ionization detector
(FID) and an HP-1 column (100%methylsiloxane, 30 250
0.25 mm). In both cases, the operating conditions for chro-
matography were as follows: injection temperature: 280 C;
split mode, flow ratio of 1:20; column flow: 1.6 ml min1 of He
in constant flow mode; temperature program: 40 C for 1 min,
25 C min1 to 250 C, isotherm for 5.6 min; air flow:
400 ml min1; H2 flow: 40 ml min
1.
To determine the extent of the VPMo leaching upon the
oxidation reaction, the liquid media obtained after recovering
the solid catalyst by filtration was subsequently analysed by
UV–Vis spectroscopy using a JASCO UV–Vis/NIR V-670
spectrophotometer. Representative UV–Vis spectra of these
analyses are displayed in Fig. S4 in the supporting information.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization of the catalysts obtained by the
impregnation method
3.1.1. Porous texture. Fig. 1 shows the N2 adsorption-
desorption isotherms collected at 196 C for the four
Z-supported VPMo catalysts obtained by the impregnation
method with POM loadings of 5, 10, 25 and 50 wt%, while
Table 1 lists the values of the different parameters that define
their textural properties, namely the BET surface area
(SBET), the volume of the ultramicropores (VCO2), the total
microporous volume (VN2) and the total porous volume (VT),
which have been calculated from the N2 and CO2 adsorption–
desorption isotherms. All of the collected N2 isotherms are of
type I according to the IUPAC classification (Thommes et al.,
2015) and they show significant adsorption at low relative
pressures (P/P0 < 0.2) and comparatively much less adsorption
at higher relative pressures (P/P0 > 0.3), which is indicative of
the character of our samples being mainly microporous with a
subtle contribution of mesoporosity. The impregnation of the
Z support with VPMo leads to a decrease in the porosity that
becomes more pronounced as the POM loading increases. The
adsorption capacity is retained nearly unmodified when the
material is loaded with 5 wt% of VPMo, but it drops by 30%
compared to the pristine Z support with a loading of just
10 wt% and is fully blocked for the 50VPMo/Z materials with
the highest POM loading among the synthesized materials.
Considering the lack of porosity displayed by the VPMo
starting material (Moffat, 2001), the decrease in the adsorp-
tion capacity showed by our catalysts with increasing POM
loading could, in principle, be attributed to the ‘inert’ weight
with which the impregnated clusters contribute to the solid
polyoxometalates
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Figure 1
N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms at 196 C of the Z support and
xVPMo/Z100 catalysts (x = 0–50 wt% of VPMo).
Table 1










Z 0.19 0.09 0.20 330
5VPMo/Z100 0.18 0.10 0.19 310
10VPMo/Z100 0.13 0.07 0.14 220
25VPMo/Z100 0.10 0.05 0.11 180
50VPMo/Z100 0 0 0 0
50VPMo/Z300 0 0 0 0
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sample. Moreover, the shape of the isotherms is also modified
upon impregnation. The isotherm elbow observed at low
pressures displays an open shape for the pristine Z support
that is indicative of a wide distribution of micropore sizes, but
it undergoes a continuous narrowing process as the POM
loading increases, which reveals that impregnation gradually
enhances the homogenization of the micropore sizes in the
support.
According to the data listed in Table 1, the textural para-
meters remain nearly unaffected when the Z support is
impregnated with 5 wt% of VPMo, most likely due to the
clusters being supported at the outer surface of the zirconia
nanoparticles upon impregnation. However, an additional
loading of 5 wt% (10VPMo/Z100 sample) results in a signifi-
cant reduction in the specific volume of the total micro-
porosity (VN2) that is less pronounced for the specific volume
of the narrow micropores (VCO2). This fact can only be
explained by considering that the adsorption of the VPMo
clusters takes place preferentially in the wide microporosity
(pore size > 0.7 nm) and produces its partial block (Alcan˜iz-
Monge et al., 2008). This fact agrees well with what is observed
for the adsorption of HPA species in activated carbonaceous
supports, which has been shown to occur mainly in the
supermicroporous domain. This result is also consistent with
the average size of the Keggin-type POM clusters, which
display diameters of 0.8–1.0 nm regardless of the addenda
metal or heteroatom and hence they cannot be incorporated
into the ultramicropores due to size exclusion (Song et al.,
2002).
3.1.2. Powder X-ray diffraction. Fig. 2 shows the PXRD
patterns of the Z support, the VPMo heteropoly acid and the
xVPMo/Z100 catalysts with POM loadings of 5, 10, 25 and
50 wt%. The Z support obtained by co-precipitation displays a
clear amorphous nature, most likely due to the low calcination
temperature applied to the Zr(OH)4 hydrogel formed in the
course of such a synthetic procedure. The single remarkable
feature of the diffraction pattern is the presence of a very
broad band of low intensity that extends from 2 values of 20
to 35 and is associated with the 111 reflection of the meta-
stable tetragonal ZrO2 phase [JCPDS 80-2155C]. In contrast,
the VPMo starting material shows a well-defined diffraction
pattern with a number of sharp and intense maxima that is
characteristic of a compound with a high degree of crystalline
order but fades away upon immobilizing the clusters at the
support. New sharp diffraction maxima appear when the
amount of impregnated VPMo is above 10 wt% and, although
their heights increase with the POM loading, their intensities
remain weak in all samples. This fact reveals that the VPMo
clusters do not form large crystalline aggregates upon
impregnation, but are highly dispersed over the surface of the
Z support even for materials with a POM loading as high as
50 wt%. It is worth noting that the new diffraction maxima
appearing for samples with POM loadings above 10 wt% do
not correlate with any known crystalline phase of VPMo,
which indicates that either the crystalline structure of the Z-
supported VPMo differs from that of the starting material or
the chemical nature of the cluster might be somehow modified
upon impregnation.
The potential effect of thermal treatments on the structure
of the Z-supported VPMo catalysts was also inspected
through PXRD experiments on the pristine support and the
sample with the highest content of VPMo (50VPMo/Z)
calcined in air for 2 h at different temperatures between 100
and 400 C (Fig. 3). For the Z support, our results show that
the initial amorphous material gains significant crystallinity
upon thermal treatment at 400 C and is partially transformed
into a monoclinic crystal phase (JCPDS 7-3430M). The
presence of tetragonal ZrO2 was identified from the diffrac-
tion maxima located at 2 values of ca 30, 35 and 50, which
originate from the 101, 110 and 112 reflections, respectively.
Partial formation of monoclinic ZrO2 was confirmed from the
diffraction maxima observed at 2 values of ca 24, 28, 32, 42,
46, 54 and 56, which correspond to the 011, 111, 111, 121, 202,
202 and 013 reflections, respectively. In the case of the
50VPMo/Zt catalysts, calcination up to 300 C does not appear
to induce any remarkable structural modification in the
polyoxometalates
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Figure 2
PXRD patterns of xVPMo/Z100 samples (x = 0–50 wt% of VPMo).
Figure 3
PXRD patterns of calcined 50VPMo/Zt samples (t = 100–400 C).
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materials, but the diffraction pattern of 50VPMo/Z400
calcined at 400 C is indeed substantially modified as addi-
tional new diffraction maxima are observed for this sample.
These additional peaks are related in part with the crystal-
lization of the Z support in the tetragonal phase, as
commented on above (the presence of monoclinic ZrO2 could
not be detected in this case), but the appearance of a highly
intense diffraction maximum at 2 = 23 corresponds to the
formation of the -type crystal phase of MoO3 (Molinari et al.,
2011). This fact reveals that a significant fraction of the VPMo
clusters, if not all, is thermally decomposed at 400 C, which is
consistent with what was reported by Schlo¨gl and coworkers,
who found that the VPMo starting material is thermally stable
only at temperatures below 300 C (Herzog et al., 1997).
3.1.3. Diffuse reflectance IR Fourier transform spectro-
scopy. The DRIFT spectra of the VPMo starting material, the
pristine Z support and the 50VPMo/Z catalysts calcined at 100
and 300 C are compared in Fig. 4. The spectrum of the
support shows two bands of strong intensity at about 1620 and
1350 cm1 that correspond to the H—O—H bending vibra-
tions of physisorbed and crystallization water molecules,
respectively (Patel et al., 2003), together with a very broad
signal centred at about 850 cm1 that can be attributed to the
stretching vibrations of the Zr—O bonds in tetragonal ZrO2
(Herna´ndez Enrı´quez et al., 2009). For the VPMo starting
material, the spectrum is dominated by the fingerprint of the
primary structure of a phosphomolybdate cluster of the
Keggin-type (Mestl et al., 2001): as(P—Oa) at 1070 cm
1,
as(Mo Od) at 980 cm
1, as(Mo—Ob—Mo) at 912 cm
1 and
as(Mo—Oc—Mo) at 840 cm
1, where Oa is a central O atom,
Od is a terminal oxide ligand, Ob is a bridging O atom between
corner-sharing MoO6 octahedra and Oc is a bridging O atom
between edge-sharing MoO6 octahedra. The bands of strong
intensity located at 3500 [(O—H)] and 1600 cm1 [(H—O—
H)] are assigned to the presence of water molecules in the
secondary structure of the hydrated VPMo species (Arichi et
al., 2008; Shinachi et al., 2005), whereas the representative
signals originating from monosubstitution with vanadium(V)
in the Keggin-type structure are partially masked by the
as(P—Oa) and as(Mo Od) peaks as they appear at 1076 and
990 cm1 [as(V—Oa) and as(V Od), respectively].
In the case of the Z-supported VPMo catalysts, both
samples display significant changes in the fingerprint asso-
ciated with the primary structure of the Keggin-type clusters,
which is in principle indicative of a good interaction between
the VPMo species and the Z support. Two additional signals
can be observed at 997 and 1037 cm1, and these can be
related with the presence in our samples of MoO3 and V2O5,
respectively (Damyanova & Fierro, 1998; Dimitratos &
Ve´drine, 2006). This fact reveals that the VPMo clusters are
partially degraded with extrusion of the vanadium(V) centres
during the synthesis of our catalysts by the impregnation
method (Rocchiccioli-Deltcheff & Fournier, 1991; Mizuno et
al., 1996), which can be explained on the basis of the
preparative procedure of the Z support involving its precipi-
tation as a Zr(OH)4 hydrogel under basic conditions (pH =
10). Literature reports on the stability of Keggin-type
phosphomolybdate HPAs in aqueous solution (McGarvey &
Moffat, 1991) have shown that this type of cluster is stable
only under highly acidic conditions (pH < 2), and that they
gradually degrade into other POM species through alkaline
hydrolysis of M—O—M bonds as the pH increases (e.g.
[PMo11O39]
7 in the pH range 3–5 and [HP2Mo5O23]
5 in the
pH range 5–6), in such a way that full breakdown of the cluster
frameworks into simple oxoanions is achieved at pH > 6.
These studies cannot be extrapolated to our system straight-
forwardly, but since impregnation of the basic Z support with
the acidic VPMo must take place via interaction between the
hydroxy groups of the Zr(OH)4 hydrogel and protons of the
HPA species, it is likely that this acid–base reaction causes
partial hydrolysis of some of the clusters and subsequent
alkaline degradation to some extent, which would be accom-
panied by extrusion of molybdenum(VI) and vanadium(V)
atoms to form the corresponding oxides. From the thermal
point of view, it has been suggested that the structural disorder
polyoxometalates
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Figure 4
DRIFT spectra of VPMo, Z support and 50VPMo/Z samples calcined at
100 and 300 C.
Figure 5
TGA curves of the Z support, the VPMo starting material and the
50VPMo/Z100 catalyst.
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caused by the introduction of vanadium(V) in the primary
structure of the Keggin-type phosphomolybdate anion facil-
itates decomposition of the cluster framework at lower
temperatures through the output of VOx units toward the
surface sites of the secondary structure, which would involve
partial decomposition of the Keggin-type species into lacunary
fragments and oxide phases (Mestl et al., 2001; Molinari et al.,
2011). This behaviour is likely to contribute to the observation
of MoO3 and V2O5 in the DRIFT spectrum of the 50VPMo/
Z300 sample.
3.1.4. Thermogravimetric analysis. The TGA curves of the
Z support, the VPMo starting material and the 50VPMo/Z100
catalyst are compared in Fig. 5. The curve of Z shows two
mass-loss stages that extend from room temperature to ca
150 C, and from this temperature up to ca 400 C. The former
originates from the release of physisorbed water, whereas the
latter corresponds to the transformation of the Zr(OH)4
hydrogel obtained from co-precipitation procedures into
ZrO2, with associated loss of water molecules formed upon
condensation. Similar features have been described previously
by other authors (Wang et al., 2001). In the case of the VPMo
precursor, thermal decomposition takes place through four
different stages. An initial mass loss that extends up to 200 C
and originates from the partial release of the crystallization
water molecules (24 out of the 32 per POM cluster present in
the starting material; see Mestl et al., 2001) leads to the
partially dehydrated H4PMo11VO408H2O phase, which
undergoes loss of the remaining crystallization water mol-
ecules and partial decomposition with associated reduction of
VV/MoVI centres to VIV/MoV in the temperature range from
200 to 500 C. The subsequent mass gain that takes place
between 500 and 600 C can be then attributed to the reox-
idation of the previously reduced metal atoms (Dimitratos &
Ve´drine, 2006), whereas the final mass loss above 600 C is
related to the full breakdown of the Keggin-type framework
with consequent release of water molecules originating from
the protons of the HPA species (Bardin et al., 1998).
Regarding the 50VPMo/Z100 sample, its TGA curve also
displays two main mass-loss stages that somehow resemble
those found separately in the Z support and the VPMo
starting material. Nevertheless, it must be noted that the
overall mass loss in the catalyst is much lower than those
observed for the individual support and HPA components and
this fact indicates that a strong Z/VPMo interaction is estab-
lished during the impregnation procedure, which would
involve the loss of hydroxy groups of the Zr(OH)4 hydrogel
upon condensation with the protons of the HPA species, as
well as a decrease in the hydration sphere of the VPMo
clusters to maximize the contact with the surface of the
support.
3.1.5. Catalytic activity. (a) Assessment of the optimal
supported catalyst: VPMo loading and calcination temperature.
To determine the most suitable amount of catalytically active
VPMo species that should be loaded into the Z support for
achieving the heterogeneous catalyst with the highest activity
in the H2O2-based oxidation of adamantane at 75
C, a set of
catalytic tests were performed using 0.1 g of four different
xVPMo/Z100 catalysts with VPMo mass percentages of x = 5,
10, 25 and 50 wt%. As shown in Fig. 6, a conversion of only
11% is achieved after 6 h when the model reaction is carried
out using the support only and in the absence of any catalyst,
which justifies the need for introducing a suitable catalyst into
the system for activating the oxidant H2O2. Our results indi-
cate that all the catalysts tested are active in the model reac-
tion and result in conversions of adamantane that increase
almost linearly with the amount of supported VPMo, in such a
way that they go from a reasonable ca 25% for the sample with
the lowest POM loading (5VPMo/Z100) to a remarkable ca
90% for that with the highest amount of supported HPA
polyoxometalates
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Figure 6
Conversion in the H2O2-based oxidation of adamantane (30 mmol of
H2O2; 0.184 mmol of adamantane; 10 ml of acetonitrile; 75
C, 6 h)
catalysed by 0.1 g of xVPMo/Z100 as a function of the VPMo loading (x).
Figure 7
Conversion in the H2O2-based oxidation of adamantane (30 mmol of
H2O2; 0.184 mmol of adamantane; 10 ml of acetonitrile; 75
C, 6 h)
catalysed by 50VPMo/Z100 (yellow) or unsupported VPMo (red; see
Martı´n-Caballero et al., 2016) as a function of the amount of catalyst.
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species (50VPMo/Z100). The latter catalyst has been shown as
the most active within the series and has thus been selected as
the most suitable for carrying out the following studies.
To find the minimum quantity of catalyst needed to achieve
the highest conversion possible, a second set of catalytic tests
was performed using different amounts of the 50VPMo/Z100
sample. The results depicted in Fig. 7 show that the oxidation
process achieves higher conversions with an increasing
amount of 50VPMo/Z100, as expected, but this trend develops
only up to a quantity of 0.1 g of the catalyst, above which a
plateau of around 90% of conversion is maintained. It is worth
remarking that this level achieved with 0.1 g of 50VPMo/Z100
containing 0.05 g of theVPMo species compares very nicely to
the conversion afforded by 0.04 g of the unsupported VPMo
starting material catalyzing the oxidation reaction in the
homogeneous phase, which demonstrates that the HPA clus-
ters are very well dispersed across the Z support and that the
adamantane substrate finds very good accessibility toward
such catalytically active sites.
To explore whether thermal treatment has any potential
effect on the catalytic activity of our materials, a third set of
catalytic tests were carried out using 0.1 g of 50VPMo/Zt
samples calcined at temperatures of t = 100, 200, 300, 400 and
500 C. As shown in Fig. 8, the conversion of adamantane
tends to lower with a raising of the calcination temperature.
This decrease in the activity is subtle among those catalysts
calcined in the temperature range from 100 to 300 C
(conversions of ca 90 and 85%, respectively), but becomes
pronounced for those materials calcined at higher tempera-
tures, in such a way that the conversion drops to ca 55% for
the 50VPMo/Z400 sample and to ca 40% for 50VPMo/Z500.
The low catalytic activity for the latter two materials is in full
agreement with the partial decomposition of the Keggin-type
framework observed by PXRD and DRIFT experiments for
those samples calcined at temperatures higher than 300 C
(see above).
(b) Study of the selectivity and reusability of the catalysts.
The 50VPMo/Z100 and 50VPMo/Z300 samples have been
selected to explore the selectivity and reusability of our
catalysts. Table 2 lists the conversions and the distributions of
the reaction products afforded by 0.1 g of such samples in the
oxidation of adamantane by H2O2 in acetonitrile at 75
C
through four successive reaction runs of 6 h each without any
intermediate catalyst regeneration stage between consecutive
catalytic cycles. For both samples, the catalytic activity
decreases and the conversion becomes lower after each cycle,
but this decrease is significantly more pronounced for the
50VPMo/Z100 catalyst. This behaviour originates from the
leaching of the catalytically active VPMo clusters from the Z
support toward the reaction medium, which could be observed
qualitatively on the basis of the solution acquiring a yellowish
colour characteristic of the VPMo species during the reaction.
To quantify the amount of leached VPMo species from our
VPMo/Z materials through several consecutive oxidation
cycles, the solutions obtained upon filtration of the solid
catalyst from the reaction media were analysed by UV–Vis
spectroscopy after completion of each of the reaction runs.
The corresponding spectra are compiled in Fig. S4 in the
supporting information and the quantitative results on the
VPMo leaching are listed in Table 2. The 50VPMo/Z100
sample shows the highest initial amount of leached VPMo
species, which quickly decreases as more reaction cycles are
accumulated. In contrast, the greater persistence of catalytic
activity for the sample calcined at higher temperatures
(50VPMo/Z300) is most likely associated with a stronger
interaction between the VPMo clusters and the surface of the
Z support that hampers leaching of the catalytically active
units to some extent and, accordingly, with the significantly
lower amount of leached VPMo determined after completion
of the first reaction run.
The data in Table 2 show that the initial catalytic cycles in
which the highest conversions are achieved result in the lowest
selectivity as complex mixtures of 1-adamantanol (P1 in
Table 2) and 2-adamantanone (P2 in Table 2) with low-to-
trace yields of a great variety of other oxidation products (e.g.
2-adamantanol, 1,3-adamantanediol etc.) are obtained. In
polyoxometalates
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Figure 8
Conversion in the H2O2-based oxidation of adamantane (30 mmol of
H2O2; 0.184 mmol of adamantane; 10 ml of acetonitrile; 75
C, 6 h)
catalysed by 0.1 g of 50VPMo/Zt as a function of the calcination
temperature (t).
Table 2
Leaching of supported VPMo, conversion and selectivity of the reaction
products in the H2O2-based oxidation of adamantane (30 mmol of H2O2;
0.184 mmol of adamantane; 10 ml of acetonitrile; 75 C, 6 h) catalysed by







P1 P2 P3 Others
50VPMo/Z100 1 60 90 45 30 11 13
2 15 65 38 41 14 6
3 5 28 40 60 - -
4 3 13 41 59 - -
50VPMo/Z300 1 21 85 33 31 10 25
2 7 76 35 42 22 -
3 3 53 39 53 7 -
4 1 28 43 56 6 -
Notes: (a) with respect to the initial mass of supported VPMo (50 mg); (b) P1 is
1-adamantanol, P2 is 2-adamantanone, P3 is 2-adamantanol and ‘Others’ are 1,3-
adamantanediol, 5-hydroxy-2-adamantanone and 1,3,5-adamantanetriol.
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contrast, the distribution of oxidation products narrows for the
later catalytic cycles with the lowest conversions, in such a way
that the mixture is limited to just P1 and P2 as the minor and
major components, respectively (ca 40:60 ratio), with small
amounts of 2-adamantanol also present in the case of
50VPMo/Z300. It must be pointed out in this context that the
relative reactivities of the H atoms at the secondary and
tertiary C atoms of adamantane (sites 1 and 2) have previously
been reported to be nearly similar (Su¨ss-Fink et al., 2001).
Thus, the differences found for the selectivity in our work
should not originate in principle from any difference between
the reactivity of the two sites. Therefore, high conversions
associated with high catalytic activities appear to lead to
overoxidation of the initial products P1 and P2, and hence to a
wide distribution of reaction products and consequent low
selectivity, whereas the catalysts are not able to overoxidize
the initial mixture of P1 and P2 under lower activity condi-
tions, thus resulting in significantly higher selectivity. To gain
further insight into this aspect, the evolution of the selectivity
toward P1 with adamantane conversion was studied for the
50VPMo/Z300 sample through the first (fresh catalyst) and
second (reused catalyst) reaction runs. The results in Fig. S6 in
the supporting information show that the selectivity toward P1
gradually decreases after 1 h of reaction as the conversion of
adamantane increases for the fresh catalyst, whereas in the
case of the reused sample, the selectivity is maintained at
nearly similar values during the whole adamantane conversion
process. These results are consistent with the fact that, once
the initial products P1 and P2 are formed, they progress to
overoxidation for the fresh catalyst with the highest activity
and remain nearly intact for the reused sample. It is also worth
noting that while P1 predominates in the initial mixture of
products and its yield is maintained nearly constant
throughout the four reaction runs, the selectivity of the tested
catalysts turns toward P2 with an increasing number of cata-
lytic cycles as its yield increases continuously and becomes the
major product of the oxidation reaction. Regarding the
influence of the thermal treatment on the catalyst perfor-
mance, the data in Table 2 indicate that selectivity tends to
weaken with increasing calcination temperature as the yields
of 2-adamantanol and other overoxidized products are always
higher for 50VPMo/Z300 than for 50VPMo/Z100 in all reac-
tion runs, in good agreement with the highest catalytic activity
shown by the former sample.
To evaluate the reusability of the catalysts in successive
runs, both 50VPMo/Z100 and 50VPMo/Z300 were recovered
after performing the first (C1) and fourth (C4) reaction runs,
and were analysed by TGA experiments (Fig. 9). For both
used samples, the TGA curves upon completion of the first
(C1) and fourth (C4) reaction runs showed additional mass-
loss stages at higher temperatures than those exhibited by the
fresh catalysts. Thus, the additional mass loss that the C1 and
C4 recovered samples undergo from ca 100 to 250 C can be
correlated with the removal of adamantane adsorbed at the
catalyst surface during the reaction (the total combustion of
adamantane takes place at ca 170 C), while that observed
above 500 C most likely corresponds to the elimination of
reaction products with higher molecular weights that are
strongly retained at the catalyst upon completion of the
catalytic cycle. This is in good agreement with the fact that the
latter mass-loss stage becomes larger as the number of
consecutive reaction runs increases. It is also worth noting that
the overall mass loss is, in all cases, significantly more relevant
for 50VPMo/Z100 than for 50VPMo/Z300 (45 versus 25%
upon completion of the C4 cycle). Taking into account that the
former sample leads to a more pronounced decrease in
conversion through consecutive reaction runs than the latter,
such a loss of catalytic activity might also be attributable to a
larger progressive accumulation of reaction products and the
consequent blocking of active sites at the catalyst surface
beyond the leaching effect commented on above.
3.2. Characterization of the catalysts obtained by the sol-gel
method
3.2.1. Porous texture. The N2 adsorption–desorption iso-
therms of the 50VPMo/ZGt catalysts calcined at temperatures
polyoxometalates
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Figure 9
Comparison between the TGA curves of the fresh 50VPMo/Z100 and
50VPMo/Z300 catalysts (F) and those recovered after the first (C1) and
last reaction runs (C4).
Figure 10
N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms at 196 C of the 50VPMo/ZGt
catalysts (t = 100–400 C).
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t = 100, 200, 300 and 400 C are shown in Fig. 10, while the
values of the parameters that define their textural properties,
together with those of the corresponding ZGt supports, are
listed in Table 3. The samples prepared following the sol-gel
synthetic procedure appear to display a larger porosity than
those obtained from impregnation, as revealed by a compar-
ison of the textural properties of 50VPMo/ZG100 with those
of the 50VPMo/Z100 analogue, which did not show any type
of porosity. Moreover, the development of the pore-size
distributions in the 50VPMo/ZGt catalysts is also modified
with respect to that found for the samples obtained from
impregnation according to the different shapes of the
isotherms. The isotherms of the 50VPMo/ZGt catalysts are of
type IV, according to IUPAC classification (Thommes et al.,
2015), and they all display H2-type hysteresis loops, which are
characteristic of inorganic mesoporous solids (de Boer et al.,
1958). Calcination of the samples at temperatures above
100 C does not modify the isotherm shape, but produces a
significant reduction in the adsorption capacity that takes
place mainly at relatively low pressures (P/P0 < 0.2), which is
indicative of a decrease in the microporous volume.
The values of the textural properties given in Table 3 show
that, even for a POM loading as high as 50 wt% that can only
contribute with a significant amount of ‘inert’ weight to the
porous texture, the ZG-supported VPMo catalysts obtained
from the acid hydrolysis of a molecular zirconium(IV)
precursor into a Zr(OH)4 hydrogel in the presence of the HPA
species contain a total porous volume nearly identical to that
of the pristine ZG supports prepared by such a sol-gel method.
Moreover, these values also indicate that the decrease of
porosity with increasing calcination temperature commented
on above is exclusively related to the thermal behaviour of the
ZG support, as the trend through which the values of its
textural properties lower from 100 to 400 C is very similar to
that found for the ZG-supported VPMo samples, in such a
way that the porosity displayed by the 50VPMo/ZG400 is even
slightly higher than that of the corresponding pristine ZG400
support. The combination of all of these observations reveals
that the VPMo clusters are very well integrated into the
structure of the ZG support through the sol-gel preparative
method, thereby facilitating the development of porosity in
the resulting solid material and stabilizing its porous nature
against contraction during calcination.
3.2.2. Powder X-ray diffraction. PXRD experiments on the
50VPMo/ZGt catalysts calcined at temperatures t = 100, 200,
300 and 400 C support the consideration of an optimal inte-
gration of the VPMo species into the structure of the zirconia
matrix (Fig. 11). The absence of the main diffraction maximum
of the VPMo starting material (2 = 8.9) in any of the PXRD
patterns of the 50VPMo/ZGt samples indicates that VPMo is
very well dispersed in the ZG support and does not form any
particulate aggregate large enough to be structurally detected
in spite of the high POM loading of the catalysts. Compared
with the corresponding materials prepared following the
impregnation method, the PXRD patterns of the 50VPMo/
ZGt catalysts exhibit hardly any diffraction maxima, which
reveals the nature of these solids as substantially more
amorphous. The appearance of defined diffraction maxima
can only be noticed when the 50VPMo/ZG material is
calcined at temperatures higher than 200 C. The signals
centred at 2 values of ca 30 and 50 correspond to the
tetragonal ZrO2 phase (JCPDS 80-2155C), whereas the
emergence of a major diffraction peak at 2 = 23 indicates
progressive formation of the -MoO3 phase (Molinari et al.,
2011) from partial decomposition of the VPMo clusters. In all
the 50VPMo/ZGt samples, these diffraction maxima are
substantially wider and less intense than those observed for
the corresponding 50VPMo/Zt analogues, which indicates a
higher thermal stability of the VPMo species, most likely due
to their better integration into the structure of the support.
3.2.3. Diffuse reflectance IR Fourier transform spectro-
scopy. To investigate whether the Keggin-type framework of
the VPMo clusters is preserved during the sol-gel synthetic
procedure and subsequent thermal treatments, DRIFT spectra
were recorded for the 50VPMo/ZG100 and 50VPMo/ZG300
samples (Fig. 12). The most significant feature in these spectra
is the presence of a broad band centred at ca 850 cm1 that
originates from the (Zr—O) vibration mode (Herna´ndez
Enrı´quez et al., 2009), the intensity of which increases with the
calcination temperature and is always higher than that found
in the spectra of the corresponding 50VPMo/Zt analogues. In
polyoxometalates
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(cm3 g1) SBET (m2 g1)
ZG100 0.19 0.09 0.01 0.20 330
ZG200 0.11 0.07 0.01 0.12 195
ZG300 0.09 0.04 0.01 0.10 142
ZG400 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.08 80
50VPMo/ZG100 0.14 0.05 0.06 0.20 240
50VPMo/ZG200 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.12 122
50VPMo/ZG300 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.10 111
50VPMo/ZG400 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.10 86
Figure 11
PXRD patterns of calcined 50VPMo/ZGt samples (t = 100–400 C).
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contrast to what was observed for the catalysts loaded with
50 wt% of VPMo by impregnation and calcined at 100 and
300 C, the DRIFT fingerprint of the primary Keggin structure
of the VPMo species (Mestl et al., 2001) can be hardly noticed
in the spectrum of 50VPMo/ZG100 and nearly fades away for
50VPMo/ZG300 due to being masked in the 750–1000 cm1
range by the contribution of the support. The presence of the
HPA species can only be inferred from the peaks at ca 1080
and 980 cm1 originating from the as(P—Oa) and
as(Mo Od) vibration modes, respectively. This fact confirms
the VPMo clusters as being very well dispersed or even
integrated on a molecular scale within the ZG matrix, so that
the intensity of its DRIFT fingerprint is attenuated compared
to the case in which nanoparticulated VPMo aggregates are
merely supported at the ZG surface.
3.2.4. Thermogravimetric analysis. The TGA curves of the
ZG support and the 50VPMo/ZG100 catalyst are displayed in
Fig. 13. The overall mass losses that both samples undergo
with increasing temperature are significantly larger than those
observed for the corresponding analogues obtained from
impregnation (30 versus 16% in the case of the ZG and Z
supports, for example). Going from a synthetic method based
on impregnation to a procedure involving trapping the VPMo
species in the zirconia matrix as the latter is generated in situ
also results in a modification of the different mass-loss stages.
Thus, the first stage up to 200 C corresponds to the removal of
water and ethanol molecules occluded within the gel, whereas
the second stage originates from two different processes: (i)
the combustion of residual organic matter (n-butoxy groups)
in the 200–300 C range, and (ii) the transformation of the
Zr(OH)4 hydrogel into ZrO2 with consequent release of
condensation water molecules that takes place from 200 to
400 C (Wang et al., 2001). In the case of the 50VPMo/ZG100
catalyst, an additional mass loss corresponding to the thermal
decomposition of the primary Keggin-type framework is
observed in the 400–500 C range.
3.2.5. Catalytic activity, selectivity and reusability. The
catalytic performances of the 50VPMo/ZG100 and 50VPMo/
ZG300 samples in the oxidation of adamantane were studied
under the same experimental conditions as those applied for
the samples obtained by impregnation, and the results are
collected in Table 4. Both catalysts show initial conversions
similar to those of the corresponding analogues obtained by
impregnation, but poorer selectivities as the initial yields of P1
and P2 are nearly half of those afforded by 50VPMo/Z100 and
50VPMo/Z300, in such a way that the main fraction of the
mixture of reaction products corresponds to the overoxidized
species. The catalytic performance of 50VPMo/ZG100 follows
a trend that resembles that of the catalysts obtained from
impregnation, that is, the conversion decreases with the
number of consecutive reaction runs while the selectivity
increases, in such a way that the mixture of reaction products
for the C4 cycle is dominated by P1 and P2 as the minor and
major components, respectively (35:45 ratio). Moreover, the
leaching of the VPMo species into the reaction medium is
initially high, as for the corresponding impregnation analogue,
which is indicative of the weak interaction established
between the POM clusters and the support when the sample is
calcined at low temperatures. However, this decrease of
activity originating from the progressive loss of the catalyti-
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Figure 12
DRIFT spectrum of VPMo compared to those of the 50VPMo/ZG
samples calcined at 100 and 300 C.
Figure 13
TGA curves of the ZG support and the 50VPMo/ZG100 sample.
Table 4
Leaching of supported VPMo, conversion and selectivity of the reaction
products in the H2O2-based oxidation of adamantane (30 mmol of H2O2;
0.184 mmol of adamantane; 10 ml of acetonitrile; 75 C, 6 h) catalysed by
0.1 g of 50VPMo/ZGt calcined at t = 100 (first and fourth reaction runs)







P1 P2 P3 Others
50VPMo/ZG100 1 43 87 22 13 9 56
4 3 40 35 46 10 9
50VPMo/ZG300 1 10 90 17 10 7 66
2 3 85 30 13 12 45
3 - 97 13 6 5 76
4 - 98 3 2 1 94
Notes: (a) with respect to the initial mass of supported VPMo (50 mg). (b) P1 is
1-adamantanol, P2 is 2-adamantanone, P3 is 2-adamantanol and ‘Others’ are 1,3-
adamantanediol, 5-hydroxy-2-adamantanone and 1,3,5-adamantanetriol.
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cally active species throughout successive runs is not as
pronounced as that found for the 50VPMo/Z100 analogue
and, consequently, the distribution of reaction products upon
completion of the C4 cycle is not limited to just P1 and P2, but
small amounts of P3 and other overoxidized products are still
obtained.
In contrast, the catalytic performance of 50VPMo/ZG300
develops in a completely different manner. The catalyst does
not undergo any deactivation and the conversion is main-
tained around 90% throughout the four consecutive reaction
runs, with even a slight increase to near full conversion (98%)
during the last cycle, i.e. C4. Accordingly, leaching of the
VPMo species into the reaction media is almost negligible, but
for a little amount during the first catalytic cycle. As discussed
above for the TG and DRIFTS experiments, calcination at
temperatures higher than 100 C promotes the progressive
transformation of the Zr(OH)4 hydrogel formed upon acid
hydrolysis of a molecular zirconium(IV) precursor into ZrO2
and, considering the initial very high dispersion of the VPMo
species in the supporting matrix, such a thermally triggered
transformation must result in the clusters being tightly
entrapped within the structure of the final oxide, thereby
ensuring retention of porosity for a suitable access of the
substrate toward the catalytically active sites and preventing
any loss of the latter during the reaction. In line with this
increase in catalytic activity with the number of reaction runs,
the selectivity is fully lost and only negligible amounts of P1
and P2 (yields lower than 5%) are found in the mixture of
products obtained from the catalytic C4 cycle, which is in turn
essentially composed of a great variety of other overoxidized
species.
To explore in depth the development of the catalytic
performance of the 50VPMo/ZG300 sample, the catalyst was
further analysed by TGA (Fig. 14) and DRIFTS (Fig. 15)
experiments upon completion of cycles C1 and C4. As
observed for the 50VPMo/Z300 analogue, the overall mass
loss that the catalyst undergoes with temperature becomes
larger with the number of reaction runs due to the progressive
accumulation of both nonreacted adamantane substrate and
reaction products (eliminated by combustion at temperatures
below and above ca 300 C, respectively). The magnitudes of
the overall mass losses associated with the C1 and C4 recov-
ered samples are similar for both 50VPMo/Z300 and
50VPMo/ZG300, regardless of the preparation procedures
being based on impregnation or sol-gel methods. In the former
case, this fact contributed to the loss of catalytic activity,
whereas for the latter, the accumulation of organic matter has
no influence on the conversions achieved during the reaction
runs. The occurrence of such opposite behaviours can be
related to the differences found in the textural properties of
both samples: the lack of porosity of 50VPMo/Z300 makes the
progressive accumulation of organic matter at its surface block
the catalytically active sites, whereas in 50VPMo/ZG300,
access of the substrate to the immobilized VPMo species
cannot be hampered by the retained organic molecules due to
the mesoporous nature of the ZG support. Analysis of the
porous texture of 50VPMo/ZG300 confirms this hypothesis as
it still displays a considerable adsorption capacity upon
completion of catalytic cycle C4 (see Fig. S5 in the supporting
information). For comparison, the porosity of 50VPMo/
ZG100 drops dramatically when recovered from the first
reaction run and disappears fully when the next cycle is
complete. These results are in full agreement with the
different trends through which the conversions afforded by
50VPMo/ZG300 and 50VPMo/ZG100 evolve throughout the
four consecutive runs.
Nevertheless, the results above cannot explain why the
catalytic activity of 50VPMo/ZG300 tends to increase with the
number of reaction runs. The DRIFT analysis of this sample
upon catalysing the H2O2-based oxidation of adamantane
reveals the appearance of an additional signal at ca 880 cm1,
the intensity of which increases when going from cycle C1 to
C4. This signal can be assigned to the formation of O—O
polyoxometalates
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Figure 14
Comparison between the TGA curve of the fresh 50VPMo/Z300 catalyst
(F) and those recovered after the first (C1) and last reaction runs (C4).
Figure 15
Comparison between the DRIFT spectrum of the fresh 50VPMo/Z300
catalyst (F) and those recovered after the first (C1) and last reaction runs
(C4).
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peroxo groups in the catalyst during the reaction (Dickman &
Pope, 1994; Griffith, 1963). In close analogy to a variety of
molecular oxidation catalysts based on transition-metal
complexes acting under homogeneous conditions (Antonelli et
al., 1988; Mizuno et al., 2005), the activation of the H2O2
oxidant by heterogeneous catalysts based on supported POM
clusters has been previously confirmed to originate from the
formation of peroxometallic POM intermediates at the cata-
lyst surface (Alcan˜iz-Monge et al., 2014) and, therefore, the
increase in activity with the number of cycles observed for
50VPMo/ZG300 is most likely attributable to a progressive
increase in the number of active peroxo-VPMo species when
going from the first to the fourth reaction run. Monitoring of
the conversion performed on the filtrate obtained upon
separation of different solid catalysts from the reaction
mixture after just 1 h of reaction (Fig. S7 in the supporting
information) confirms that the oxidation of adamantane is
mainly catalysed by the immobilizedVPMo species in the case
of the sol-gel synthesized 50VPMo/ZG300 sample. This
DRIFTS analysis also shows the emergence of a second
additional band at 1398 cm1 and the signals at 1623 and
3600–2400 cm1 becoming wider and more intense. These
bands can be assigned to vibrations of C O, O—H and –CH2
groups, respectively, which supports the fact of that reaction
products, such as adamantanol or adamantanone, are retained
and accumulated at the catalyst surface.
4. Conclusions
A series of zirconia-supported 11-molybdovanadophosphoric
acid oxidation catalysts with different polyoxometalate load-
ings have been prepared following two different synthetic
procedures, i.e. wet-impregnation and sol-gel, both involving a
final calcination stage. The effect of the preparative method
and thermal treatment on the performance of the catalysts in
the oxidation of adamantane has been evaluated. Our results
indicate that the most effective catalysts able to better main-
tain their activity throughout several consecutive reaction runs
are those prepared by the sol-gel method, whereas those
prepared by impregnation tend to deactivate faster but are the
most selective in turn. The different textural properties
developed by each synthetic method, as well as the differences
in the dispersion of the heteropoly acid across the support and
the interaction between both components, are at the origin of
these opposite behaviours. The impregnation method results
in essentially microporous solids, the porosity of which
decreases with increasing heteropoly acid content, until being
fully blocked for a polyoxometalate loading of 50 wt%. In
contrast, the catalysts obtained by the sol-gel method display a
mesoporous character with higher pore volumes and are able
to maintain a certain adsorption capacity regardless of the
amount of polyoxometalate loaded or the temperature at
which the solid is calcined. The dispersion and integration of
the clusters within the zirconia matrix appears to be
substantially better for the catalysts obtained by the sol-gel
method according to powder X-ray diffraction and diffuse
reflectance IR Fourier transform spectroscopy experiments.
Our studies also indicate that the calcination temperature is
an important parameter in the synthesis of heterogeneous
catalysts based on immobilized heteropoly acids. The loss of
catalytic activity has been found to originate in part from the
leaching of heteropoly acid units from the support into the
solution, but this process can be hindered to some extent by
increasing the calcination temperature, which enhances the
interaction between the heteropoly acid clusters and the
support by transforming the latter from a Zr(OH)4 hydrogel
into ZrO2. The progressive accumulation of reaction products
at the catalyst surface also contributes to the loss of activity
that the catalysts obtained from impregnation undergo by
increasing the number of cycles, but does not affect the sol-gel
materials due to their textural properties. In turn, the forma-
tion and accumulation of peroxo–polyoxometalate inter-
mediates responsible for activating the H2O2 oxidant is the
origin of the increase in the activity observed for the latter
catalysts.
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